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epigraphy 

science that studies written documents which are 

inscribed on different supports

▪ material (stone, metal, ceramics, glass etc.) 

▪ form (all sorts of monuments and daily objects, 

non-movable items such as rocks etc.)



S. Panciera, What is an Inscription? Problems 

of Definition and Identity of an Historical 

Source, "Zeitschrift für Papyrologie und 

Epigraphik" 183, 2012, pp. 1-10

inscription = «any particular type of written 

human communication of the sort that we would 

today call unidirectional, in the sense that 

it does not anticipate that a response will 

be provided to the sender»



epigraphy is the science that studies 

communication through written media



Some concepts developed from Michel Foucalt’s

philosophical thought

➢ epigraphic ‘situations’

➢ epigraphic ‘devices’ (dispositifs)

M. Lamé, G. Sarullo et alii, Technology & Tradition: A Synergic 

Approach to Deciphering, Analyzing and Annotating Epigraphic 

Writings, «Lexis» 33, 2015, pp. 9-30.



digital 

epigraphy 

the use of digital tools and 

technologies to investigate writing 

systems produced by human societies



https://mnamon.sns.it

https://mnamon.sns.it/


https://site.unibo.it/inscribe

https://site.unibo.it/inscribe




Plain and complex tokens



pictograms

The evolution of writing

ideograms

phonograms





The evolution of cuneiform writing





Egyptian hieroglyphs 



16Linear A Linear B



Alphabetic 

writing:

Phoenician and 

Greek



The Etruscan civilization and alphabet



The beginnings of writing in Italy:

8th century BCE



The oldest inscribed document from Italy



The role of Gabii in ancient literature

After the children [Romulus and Remus] were

weaned, they were sent by those who were

rearing them to Gabii, a town not far from

the Palatine hill, to be instructed in Greek

learning; and there they were brought up by

some personal friends of Faustulus, being

taught letters, music, and the use of Greek

arms until they grew to manhood.

Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Roman

Antiquities, 1, 84, 5



The oldest inscription in Latin

Salvetod Tita.

Greetings, Tita!





Manios med fhefhaked Numasioi.

= Manius me fecit Numerio.

The fibula Praenestina





The so-called 

Lapis niger



Quoi hou[ke stloqom 

violased Manibos s]akros 

esed

Qui hunc locum violaverit 

Manibus sacer sit

The so-called 

Lapis niger







The Latin 

alphabet



The figures of the epigraphic cultures 

of the Roman world

50.000

370.000 Latin inscriptions

inscriptions in other 

languages

c. 95% of  texts inscriptions on stone

c. 90% of  texts funerary inscriptions



H.-I. Marrou, Histoire de 

l’éducation dans 

l'antiquité, Paris 1948

The scientific debate on literacy rates in the 

Roman world: the traditional option



J. Goody, The Logic of 

Writing and the 

Organization of Society, 

Cambridge 1986

The scientific debate on literacy rates in the 

Roman world: the anthropological approach



W.V. Harris, Ancient 

Literacy, Cambridge Mass. 

- London 1989

The scientific debate on literacy rates in the 

Roman world: the minimalist option



Literacy in the Roman 

World, ed. J.H. Humphrey, 

Ann Arbor 1991 (= Journal 

of Roman Archaeology. 

Supplementary Series, 3)

The scientific debate on literacy rates in the 

Roman world: more recent reactions



M. Corbier, Donner à 

voir, donner à lire. 

Mémoire et communication 

dans la Rome ancienne, 

Paris 2006

The scientific debate on literacy rates in the 

Roman world: more recent reactions



R. Bagnall, Everyday Writing 

in the Graeco-Roman East, 

Berkeley - Los Angeles -

London 2011

The scientific debate on literacy rates in the 

Roman world: more recent reactions



Why did the Romans write?

To communicate with deities (sacred contexts)



Why did the Romans write?

To commemorate and remember (public contexts)



Why did the Romans 

write?

To publish laws and 

juridical 

regulations (public 

contexts)



https://droitromain.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr

https://droitromain.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/


Why did the Romans write?

To reproduce serial 

messages

(private contexts)



Why did the Romans write?

To commemorate the dead 

and remember their names 

(private contexts)



Why did the Romans write?

To label merchandise 

(private contexts)



Why did the Romans write?

To mark property (private 

contexts)

www.cvaonline.org

http://www.cvaonline.org/


Why did the Romans write?

To communicate personal messages

(private contexts)

http://vindolanda.csad.ox.ac.uk

http://vindolanda.csad.ox.ac.uk/




Why did the Romans write?

To communicate political and ideological messages 

(semi-public contexts)



http://agp.wlu.edu

http://agp.wlu.edu/


The authenticity of inscribed objects

literary sources 

(Greek and Latin 

authors)

epigraphical 

sources

direct transmission 

(no mediation)

indirect transmission 

(mediation of medieval 

copyists = amanuenses)



The Corpus inscriptionum 

Latinarum (CIL)



‘open’ corpus

The figures of the CIL

17 volumes, more than 70 tomes

geographical order, philological approach, 

sight-checking (autopsy)

more than 200,000 inscriptions



The volumes of the CIL



The epigraphic databases of the EAGLE federation



EDR (Epigraphic Database Roma)

www.edr-edr.it

all Greek and Latin inscriptions before the 7th 

century CE from Italy, according to their best 

existing edition, including a rich set of 

metadata and images

official language of the database: Latin

+100,000 entries, +70,000 images

The epigraphic databases of the EAGLE federation

http://www.edr-edr.it/


praenomen    nomen patronymic       tribus cognomen

gentilicium

The Roman onomastic system for free-born men

(so-called tria nomina)

individual family     father's           voting nickname

name             name ind. name tribe        (real ind. name)



nomen patronymic       cognomen

gentilicium

The Roman onomastic system for free-born women

family     father's         nickname

name individual name          (real ind. name)



simplex         master's tria nomina

nomen

The Roman onomastic system for slaves



praenomen    nomen patronate         cognomen

gentilicium

The Roman onomastic system for freedmen

individual family     master's           nickname

name             name ind. name (real ind. name)



Main diacritics used in epigraphy and papyrology

Sign Explanation

[abc] letters missing from the original text due to lacuna, restored by the editor

a(bc) abbreviation in the text, expanded by the editor

<ab>

characters erroneously omitted by the ancient scribe, restored or corrected 

by the editor

{ab} letters in the text considered erroneous and superfluous by the editor

ạḅ

characters damaged or otherwise unclear in the text, ambiguous outside of 

their context

ab letters read by previous editors, but now disappeared

+++ traces of letters on the surface, insufficient for restoration by the editor 

ABC clear but incomprehensible letters

[[abc]] deleted letters



The main difficulty about Latin inscriptions: 

abbreviations!

coded message 

(‘cryptography’)

main shorthand 

method: truncation 

(wrongly referred 

to as punctuation)

no clues on how to 

expand abbreviations

community shared 

approach to writing



Abbreviations in Latin inscriptions
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